ABSTRACT

This paper which entitled The Interpretation of ‘A’ Found in The Scarlet Letter tells the story of a strong woman named Hester is on trial for his illicit deeds and also tells the story of Hester powerful figure and graceful that came from Boston who should receive punishment for acts forbidden because she is pregnant when her husband’s condition has reportedly died while on the way to America to be approached. And she’s willing to accept all the consequences of his actions by his self because she love the people who do not impregnate themselves that the other is pastor Dimmesdale. She was willing to use lifetime mark ‘A’ which means adulterers in his chest. Which means she’s willing to be teased, mocked, scorned and labeled adulterers lifetime. That she was willing to bear his own because she did not want to ruin the reputation of her lover. In working on his paper, the authors use research methods, such as library research and intrinsic approach.